
1.    Introduction

1.1 This procedure outlines the field test procedure for an optical fiber system containing two patch panels and MT-RJ con-
nectors, using hand held optical sources and meters, and either the Corning Cable Systems MT-RJ Test - ST or MTRJ Test -
SC kits. TIA/EIA-568-A specifies that a one-jumper reference should be used to perform a two-patch panel system test. This
one jumper method will represent the loss the system will experience when in operation.

1.2 This procedure uses two hand held power meters and light sources with single fiber interfaces. The one jumper 
reference is not attainable with a MT-RJ connector system. The alignment pins that are used in these connectors require a
connector with pins to mate to a connector without pins. This mating configuration makes it impossible to obtain a one
jumper reference.

1.3 The example in this SRP is set up for a light source and power meter that has a ST interface. Other interface types work
in a similar fashion. Step one is used to obtain the output power for the source. This step requires the use of a single fiber
jumper for each set up. Although a reference value will change if disconnected at the source and then re-connected. The value
should not change much if all connectors involved are good.
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1.4 This issue includes updated corporate information.

2.   Kit Contents

2.1 In addition to this procedure, the MT-RJ Test - ST and  MT-RJ Test - SC kits each each contain the following:
•  2  hybrid jumpers, SC or ST® compatible  to MT-RJ connector (3 m)
•  1  MT-RJ to MT-RJ jumper with pins (1 m)
•  2  MT-RJ adapters

3. Tools and Materials

3.1 In addition to the kits, you will need the following tools and materials:
•  2  hand-held meters
•  2  light sources with single fiber interfaces

4.   Precautions

CAUTION: Read and follow all of the precautions and instructions supplied by the manufacturers of the power meters and
light sources. Failure to do so may result in personal injury and/or damage to the equipment. 
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5.  Field Testing Procedure

Step 1:

1. Take one ST to ST single fiber jumper and plug Source A to Meter A.

2. Record the power reading displayed on Meter A.

3. Flip the jumper around and record the new power reading on Meter A.

4. The two power readings should be within 0.2 dB of each other. If they are not, clean the connectors and repeat the 
process or use a new jumper and repeat the process until a delta value of < 0.2 dB is achieved.

5. Once step four is achieved, use the smaller of the two absolute values as your actual reference value.

Reference out Meter A at the lower of the two power readings. In this case, -18.0 dB.
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Source A Meter A= -18.0 dB
#1 #2

ST ST

Source A Meter A= -18.2 dB
#2 #1

ST ST

Step 2:

Repeat step 1 with test set B.

Reference out Meter B at the lower of the two power readings. In this case, -17.8 dB.

Note: These values are for this example only, but are indicative of typical multimode power readings seen at the 1300 nm wavelength.

Source B Meter B= -18.0 dB
#3 #4

ST ST

Source B Meter B= -17.8 dB
#4 #3

ST ST

Step 3:

Use two MT-RJ (without pins) to ST duplex jumpers and one MT-RJ to MT-RJ (with pins) jumper to obtain the system ref-
erence. Place Meter A with Source B and Meter B with Source A as shown in the following diagram.             

Connect one ST to MT-RJ jumper to Source A (blue leg) and Meter B (orange leg) and the  second ST to MT-RJ jumper to
Source B (blue leg) and Meter A (orange leg). Connect the test sets together with the MT-RJ to MT-RJ (with pins) jumper.
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Step 4:

The meters should display values of < 1.5 dB. This value is obtained by using the maximum allowable loss of 0.75 dB required
for a single mated pair. The resultant of two mated pairs would be 1.5 dB. This requirement is outlined in TIA/EIA-568-A.
Remove the MT-RJ to MT-RJ jumper from the set up but DO NOT disconnect the ST connectors at the sources and
meters.

Step 5:

The system is now ready to test. Without disconnecting the source and meter take Source A and Meter B to the distant end of
the system. The values obtained will represent two mated pairs that should be < 1.5 dB. This value does not include the fiber
length loss.

This diagram represents the connection flow to obtain attenuation for two mated pairs. Disconnect the system pairs and move
to the next port in the patch panel to test the next pair of fibers. Repeat this process for all the fiber pairs in the system cable.

Note: Always keep a source and meter paired together on each end of the system. This will check polarity for the system. Pairing the
sources at one end and the meters at the other end will NOT provide a polarity check.
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